**BILINGUALISM: ACQUISITION AND EDUCATION – 5 Creds.***

Cristóbal Lozano Pozo (cristoballozano@ugr.es), Raquel Fernández Fuertes (Univ. Valladolid), Steve Hugues (UGR), Yolanda Egea (CEIP San Miguel).

*Note: This course is open to any student but note that it is compulsory for those students wishing to take the 10-ECTS practicum on bilingual teaching (i.e., placement in a bilingual secondary school where you will be able to put into practice what you have learnt during the course). You can still take this course even if you do not intend to take the bilingual teaching module.

**Course description and aims**

This 5 ECTS course is about the language of bilingual speakers (both adults and children). We will focus on bilingual language acquisition and bilingual education. We will address key questions like the following: What is bilingualism? How many types of bilinguals are there? What does the language of bilinguals look like in simultaneous bilingual children (2L1), in sequential bilingual children (L2 children) and in sequential bilingual adults (L2 adults)? How are 2L1 children different from or similar to L2 children? Does age play a role in bilingual language acquisition? Is quantity/quality of input relevant in the acquisition/learning of two languages? How do the languages of bilinguals interact? Which kind of bilingual teaching immersion programmes are there? Which linguistic areas are most/least benefited from bilingual immersion programmes? What does bilingual teaching look like in Spanish CLIL classrooms? Which research methods can we use to investigate the language of bilinguals?

By the end of the course students are expected to:

- understand the key (psycho)linguistic factors in bilingual language acquisition and development (in instructed as well as in naturalistic settings, both in children and adults).
- explore (via hands-on research activities) the language of such bilinguals, with a special focus on the analysis of linguistic data (corpus-based methodologies mainly).
- be acquainted with the rationale and methodology of empirical studies on bilingualism.
- be in a position to conduct basic research on the language of bilinguals through the analysis of linguistic data.
- point the main properties that characterize the interaction between two languages.
- understand the benefits (or lack thereof) of instructed bilingualism on the linguistic competence of the bilingual.
- be familiar with bilingual education theories and programmes
- be familiar with CLIL classroom material/tasks and be able to design them

**Course contents**

1. **Bilingualism: introduction**
   a. Types and definitions of bilingualism and bilinguals
   b. Approaches to the study of bilingualism
   c. Benefits of bilingualism on cognitive development

2. **Adult bilingual language acquisition**
   a. Key factors in adult bilingual language acquisition
   b. The language of adult bilinguals: bilingualism and SLA
   c. Exploring the grammar of bilinguals
      i. Current topics in adult bilingual SLA
ii. The benefits of bilingual immersion education on linguistic competence

3. **Child bilingual language acquisition**
   a. Key factors in child bilingual language acquisition (L1 and L2)
   b. The language of child bilinguals: the development of language
   c. Effects of the interaction between two languages
      i. Transfer, acceleration and delay
      ii. Code-switching

4. **How to conduct research in bilingual language acquisition**
   a. Introduction to research methods in bilingualism
   b. Corpus-based methods
      i. CHILDES
      ii. Learner corpora

5. **Bilingual education**
   a. Types of bilingual education
   b. An introduction to CLIL programmes

6. **Bilingual education practices**
   a. The CLIL curriculum
   b. CLIL materials

**Teaching methodology:**

- Lectures (theory) and seminars (analysis/discussion of key studies)
- Seminars given by visiting professors
- Design and implementation of a research study
- Readings and in-class presentations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Contact (20%)</th>
<th>Non-contact (80%)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lectures and seminars (analysis/discussion of key studies)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research paper (assignment)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office hours</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readings</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminars (visiting professors)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>31,00</strong></td>
<td><strong>100,00</strong></td>
<td><strong>131,00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Assessment**

**Criteria**

- Demonstration of an understanding of
  - the key factors and topics in bilingual language acquisition and their effects on the linguistic competence of both child and adult bilinguals
  - the essential topics in bilingual education
- Development of skills for critically reading and presenting literature and studies on bilingual acquisition
- Ability to construct and sustain a reasoned argument
- Ability to analyse and critically understand bilingual data
- Ability to write a coherent and well-argued paper on bilingualism
Procedure
1. In-class presentations, attendance and active participation: 30%
2. Assignment where the student will apply those skills learnt during the course to a study on bilingual language acquisition (further details to be provided in class): 70%

Highly recommended
- Students are expected to show a good knowledge and use of the English language (C1 level).
- Basic knowledge of Applied Linguistics (acquisition/educational linguistics) is also expected.
- Students are also encouraged to take other (Applied) Linguistics subjects/modules offered in our MA.

REFERENCES

- General reference books (books in bold are highly recommended)


Specific chapters/papers

Research methods in bilingualism/language acquisition


**Major journals:**

- **JICB**: Journal of Immersion and Content-Based Language Education (John Benjamins) [http://benjamins.com/#catalog/journals/jicb](http://benjamins.com/#catalog/journals/jicb)
- **LAB**: Linguistic Approaches to Bilingualism (John Benjamins): [http://www.benjamins.com/cgi-bin/t_seriesview.cgi?series=LAB](http://www.benjamins.com/cgi-bin/t_seriesview.cgi?series=LAB)

**Selection of resources**

- **Learner corpora**: A selection/subset of these will be analysed during the course:
Automatic Treatment and Analysis of Learner Corpus Data. (pp. 65–100). Amsterdam: John Benjamins.